
Parapsychology (lectures: Caroline Watt) 

What is Parapsychology 
  

Terms and phenomena 
Arthur Cursler and wife committed suicide (Hungarian born), interested in paranormal (routes of 
coincidence), terminally ill (Cynthia his wife was healthy committed suicide along with him though), 
left entire estate to found chair for Parapsychology. Curse of the quest... What is Parapsychology? 
Paranormal experience that involve apparent communication or influence btw people and their 
environment (apparent: reports, accounts of experiences; can we test it?). Psi: paranormal 
phenomena vs pseudo-spi (test paranormal claims, and look at what might have been mistaken or 
misconsidered as psychic) 
  
Psi: ESP vs PK etc - practical distinctions to help you design experiment, theoretically distinctions get 
blurry 
  
extransensory perception ESP 
transfer btw communication btw people and environment or people, eg telepathy - breaks down to 
telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition 
Telepathy (mind-mind): magic trick: what card did someone pick? - pseudo-psi!? Population 
stereotype; choose most interesting card, and avoid extremes. People are stereotypical what they 
think about 
Precognition (future): say: pick a colour, then in an envelope you already predicted what colour 
would be chosen. >multiple outs; if he had said another colour, behind the yellow it would have said 
'it's this one... > pseudo-psi (items in different pockets to have what person said); looks like psychic 
but isn't 
Clairvoyance (info isn't in someone's mind, but it's available: clear seeing; breed of ESP; not another  
person involved.  What card is in the envelope?  
Categories slightly overlap, but used operationally in experiments 
  
Psychokinesis: mind over matter PK 
Macro, micro (both; mind over matter, influence over inanimate systems), direct mental interactions 
with living systems 
  
Macro-PK: bend metal bar; hold it horisontally so bend can't be seen, then turn it so they bent can 
be seen (use mind to bend it; pseud psi: find way to cheat like this experiment outlined) (visible with 
naked eye) 
Micro-PK: P is asked to influence sth that happens on a small level; number generator 1 or 0, little 
statistical fluctuation, P has to influence that tiny systems, should be random but biased, eg make 
create excess of 1s; eg flame flickers if there's 1s more to right, participant told to influence direction 
(push it in one or other direction) (statistical, small effect not detectable by eye but statistics show 
whether it behaves in non-random fashion) 
DMIWLS: bio-pk: one person influences a living system; eg psychic healing 
  
SURVEYS 
Aliens, ESP, psychic healing, ghosts, astrology - percentage of people reporting belief; paranormal 
beliefs are widely held; causes of belief? 
  



Spontaneous experiences: out-of-body experiences OBEs (sensation that you've left your body and 
look at yourself, sensation you've moved beyond your physical body, can be induced by right 
stimuli), near- death experiences NDEs (popular account; go down tunnel, meet mystical beeing, 
brought back to body; cardiac arrest reports... Actuality: onely some components; or no memories; 
related to OBEs as it involves sensation fo being apart from body), recurrent spontaneous PK 
poltergeist (macro-pk variety: RSPK; happens again and again in particular location, eg clock falls off 
where someone died... Usually one-off experiences but RSPK reoccurs over few week period, can be 
investigated as it's ongoing), psychic healing (paranormal or not? Healer physical present; lots of 
ways of how a person can feel better by being in contact by someone giving them confidence - 
placebo effect; paranormal or normal? Distant healing: more possible to say it's not psychological, 
double-blind situation), apparitions (like hallucinations, appearance of deceased spirits), 
reincarnation (experience memories of past life) (varieties of anomalous experiences -book!!!) 
  

Research strategies (lecture slides!!) 
Survey Research 
Eg sent out questionnaires - large data but bias!? 
Case studies - eg Uri Geller 
(spontaneous) Case collections 
LE Rhine 1950s: Put cases together - what patterns/trends emerge? 4 forms/modes: hallucinations 
9% (sensory impressions of sth that happens at a distance), realistic dreams 44% (dreams something 
and it then happens), unrealistic dreams 21% (symbolic dream can be related to event), intuitive 
impressions 26% (GUT FEELING); helps deciding how to do a test; sense of how ESP works and then 
do properly controlled test in lab to look further 
Women report more experiences; more psychic? Not in lab; women regarded as more intuitive sex 
(reporting bias, men less willing to report experiences due to population stereotypes) 
Field investigations 
Recurrent events in place (RSPK) (Poltergeist); observer, film, audio - strong repeating display of 
phenomena; BUT fallibility of observations (leak that camera doesn't capture)? fraud (produce 
phenomena, haunted house)? Lack of control? 
Lab experiments 
Try to work with magicians, have magicians help work controlled studies 
  

Parapsychology's history 
 Been around for ages, as long as people have been around, before religion 
 Roman and Greek times: many accounts (oracles, dreams...) - rise of Christianity, miracles of the 

bible regarded to paranormal phenomena (demonic possession, exorcism...) 
 Tension btw naturalistic explanation (human behaviour and abilities) and spiritual explanations 

(Gods, Daemons) - tension been around for a while. E.g. From 18th century; catholic church, pope 
benedict 14th alleged miracles, noted that psychic experiences weren't limited to religious 
people, more often experienced in dreams than in waking, phenomena weren't attributed to 
daemons or divine, but the people experiencing them - through this investigation the catholic 
church that there was a naturalistic interpretation, revolutionary for its time! 

 Age of Reason: Naturalism, became more predominant (in other fields too), shapes the way we 
think. Hidden forces can operate > maybe people can interact in hidden way? (LOVE??) 

 Mesmerism late 1760s to mid-1800s; makes magnetic passes to diagnose illness and heals pain 
using rods that were magnetised - form of diagnoses and healing, popular for a period! Could 
detect what was hidden in box using their mesmerismic powers (person = mesmer); first time 
when mesmer was investigated, France, blind methods used in science - normally patient can see 
where mesmer puts hand etc, so they had mesmer sit in another room (i.e. Curtain separated 
them), patient didn't report where mesmers hands were or what he was doing when they 
couldn't see him - first attempt of testing. Expectancy effects! 



 Spiritualism:  took over mid-1800s, begins with Fox Sissters in the USA. Claimed they could hear 
'raps' (knocks) which were responds from dead persons on questions, answers 'yes' or 'no'; idea 
was that spirits try to communicate with friends and family, fraud was suggested later, they were 
investigated a lot by researchers though. Idea of séances took off. (1st world war - huge public 
need for comfort and communication with deceased loved ones) 

 Séance phenomena: table tipping, automatic writing (medium goes into trance, supposedly 
challenging from spirit), speaking with spirit voices, clairvoyant diagnoses (like mesmerism in a 
way), phantom hands or figures (attempt to capture those > paranormal objects eg phantom puts 
hand in wax; attempts to capture, scientific experiments), object suddenly appears on table, eg 
rose on table in winter - earlier days no importation etc 

 Helen Duncan - Scotland's last witch; Born in Callander, physical medium, WW2, spoke with dead 
sailor, revealed his ship had been sunk in Mediterranean (before WW announced it) (security 
leak?), imprisoned unter Witchcraft act in 1735 (still not pardoned?) 

  
Modern times 
 Society for psychical research founded in 1882 in the Uk, 1885 in USA - experimental psychology 

started at around the same time, overlap btw psychology and psychic research 
 Experiences in séance attributable to the living, not the dead? 
 More attention to ESP testing (testing the living) > transition period 1880-1930 
 Lab experimentation Rhinean period, 1930-present; characteristics: unselected subjects, simple 

procedures, statistical evaluation 
> lead to how parapsych is now 
 

Methodology 
Terminology 
Trial, call, target, hit (call matches target), decoy (what else is in target pull, target possibilities) 
  
3 models of target presentation 
Telepathy (with sender), clairvoyance (no sender, eg hidden in envelope), precognition (target in 
future, target doesn't exist at time call takes place, designated after call, eg guess what target it will 
be - they say star - you make star (hit) appear) 
  

ESP research methods - restricted choice vs free response 
(card-guessing procedure); do you tell them they hit? If yes; trial-by-trial feedback: + useful for 
training and learning and increases motivation, - distracting, provokes anxiety (am I above or below 
chance?) and ego-involving (wanting to do really well) 
  
2 models of response: restricted vs free-response 
Restricted: participant guesses from set number of known possibilities 
Numerous trials per session, eg card guessing. + large N trials, more statistical power and easy to 
score, - tedious (decline effects over course of session with many trials, hit rate gradually decline - 
chance performance due to boredom) 
Free response: target material is richer; collection of art prints, video clips, geographical location... 
Procedure is different 
Eg remote viewing, Ganzfeld; + more spontaneous and realistic, - slow, one trial per session, need 
judge for scoring target vs decoys 
  
 



The Ganzfeld Method: telepath; mild sensory deprivation, immerse participant in stimulation, hear 
white noise, only see red light, very relaxed, asked to report any thoughts - based on noise reduction 
model. ESP if it exists is a weak signal, if people quieten down and focus on internal imagery they 
may better detect ESP information. Sender and receiver in separate rooms, sender views randomly 
selected target, , receiver reports "mentation" (description of what they experience - emotions, 
feelings, images)- reported and recorded. Mentation later judged against target and decoys - score 
and decide which one is the most similar one; mentation should match the target most. Chance 
correspondences btw mention and target and decoys!  
Having a sender makes it easier for participant to feel relaxed... 
Pairings in telepathy designs; sometimes sender is a lab member, other times participants are 
encouraged to bring family members or friends. Receiver pairing makes difference - better if there's 
a connection between the two 
  

Choices in ESP testing (decisions and trade-offs) - subjects, targets, etc. 
Subjects: special vs selected vs unselected 
Special (gifted): someone with psychic abilities (claims to have them); maybe sensitive or neurotic, 
maybe don't work in lab, maybe they have preferences with what sort of target they need etc 
(negotiation of design), fake, may want to be 'proven' to be psychic (if they make a living, plus 
publicity), not anonymous! 
Selected: selected on some characteristic (gender, personality, performance on pre-test, belief on 
paranormal) 
Unselected: mostly used, often students (convenience sample) (weaker effects though, but if you do 
get results they may generalise to wider population) 
Animal subjects sometimes; rely on behavioural methods 
  
Targets 
restricted choice (fixed, known number of options of which participant has to choose the target) vs 
free response (often large group targets, eg divided in pools of four, randomly selected pool, then 
randomly select target) - see before 
  
Target randomisation 
Randomisation method used has to be mentioned in paper, important! 
Eg random number generator (PK research), specify equipment used, what test ran on it... 
  
Preparing the subject 
Person come sin and reports, or make person relaxed first (relaxation procedure, eg hypnoses, sleep 
and in the morning they report 'dream') 
  
Testing and response procedures 
Card guessing? Use actual cards or display them on screen? P presses button? Feedback? How 
collect information? More automated > better (less chance of error). Free response methods: more 
chance of distortions (eg they see two circles, they may try to interpret it (cognitive overlay) - bike 
wheels or spectacles) 
  
Scoring the ESP test 
Independent judges in free response, participant can be the judge or someone who's independent 
(outside of experiment), both strengths and weaknesses. If P> precognition when they see all 
targets; but they may not have verbalised all they sensed and may then report more as they get 
insight. Independent judge - no insight, but more neutral and objective and expert-judges 
  
 



Analysing the data 
Usually no control group. Control is statistical. Control is what would happen if it was just chance. 
Empirical control group hard to be used! But errors in study can screw things up - chance of hit may 
actually be higher, would be detected if you have statistical control 
  

PK research methods 
(transferring target, eg person influences another (physical) system - movement or state) 
  
Macro-PK (mind-over-matter, large scale, visible with naked eye) 
Voluntary, repeatable effects 
Eg 
Metal-bending, movement of objects 
  
Micro-PK 
weak magnitude effects, stats 
Eg Random number generators RNGs (visual display, eg push dot out of circle mentally, movement 
of dot determined by RNGs) 
DMILS (mostly micro, can be macro too though); direct mental interaction with living systems 
(rather than with inanimtate systems as the previous two); or bio-PK. 2 main types of DMILS 
research 
Psychophysiology EDA - influence (healing analogue; effect of person on another, eg try to calm 
them - simple psychic healing by just having an influence and measuring whether you do) 
Psychophysiology EDA - staring detection (physiology response is DV) 
Cognitive/behavioural - remote facilitation of attention focusing 
  

Methodological considerations - minimising error, artefact, fraud (for things 
physics can't explain) 
Most of these apply to any research 
Claim is unusual and controversial, so you have to be careful about your research's design! 
  
 Pre-specify procedures and stats (if you look at data hard enough you will find something, spot 

some patterns - temptation to DATAfish/DATAmine is removed) 
 Randomisation methods. Statistical control (mean chance expectation) used, then randomising 

target is key!  - how do you randomly determine target? 
 Type of participant (opportunistic cheating should be guarded if you have unselected 

participants! With specific participants be more careful as they come back and get familiar with 
lab etc) 

 Sensory shielding; pre-, during- and post-trial safeguards (does anything influence target 
selection process? Nobody watches target selection procedure! During the trial, make sure 
participant can't get info of target eg through coding system etc (shilded room to prevent 
electronic communciation for example). Afterwards, make sure you've got recordings and 
dublicates. 

 Free-response judging pitfalls; if there's transcription, error or bias or fraud if participant mutters 
and transcriber knows right answer (cues in transcript that helps judge identify target), signs of 
being handled on target if eg artwork - use dublicate sets for sender and receiver (greasy 
fingerprint thing) - only for physical targets 

 Recording, data handling (human error can creap in if not electronically handled! Computer 
recording improves...) 

 Recording errors study by Kennedy and Uphoff 1939 and Rosenthal 1978  
  
 



Paranormal Experiences (Phenomenology) 

extrasensory experiences - most commonly encountered (eg surveys) 
(Intuitive, hallucinatory, realistic dream (more precognition (the others more real-time)), unrealistic 
dream) 
  
Usually only partial information, 
Less than 5 per cent involve strangers, so personal significance of content is high (emotional bond is 
important for extrasensory exp to happen) 
Reporting bias? (more likely to discover it if you know person - they tell you had an accident and you 
then realise you dreamt about it) 
Weak in lab but strong in spontaneous cases (you're more convinced of the truth of your 
experience!) 

Non-recurrent PK experiences 
Eg moving object 
Very rare 
Reporting bias? 
Personal significance: in 53 per cent of cases they involve death of target person (clock moved at 
time death happened) - hard to match it in real life 
In most cases person who sees object move is physically close to the object 
  

Poltergeist (recurrent spontaneous PK) 
Rare 
Often movement of objects, then noises, personal assault (being scratched, bitten, bruised), 
spontaneous fires, water spontaneously appearing (leaky pipe  etc) 
Rule out normal explanations!? 
Odd trajectory of moving objects - goes along then drops, or goes upwards 
Short-lived, last 2 weeks to 2 months 
Focus persons (phenomenon centers on them, if they leave phenomenon stops for example) often 
female and adolescent and emotional conflicts in focus person (often living away from home) (flaws, 
distress normal to some extent!) 
  

Near-death experiences NDEs 
Can be quiet common 7-50 per cent 
Features. Positive affect, out of body, pass through dark/void/tunnel, brilliant light, encounter with 
benign being (meet God, Buddha - some sort of loving figure), life review, transcendental 
environment, instantaneous return to body (persons normally don't have all, but some of those. 
Chronological order) (rarely negative experiences) (majority of people won't remember anything) 
(you don't have to be physically dying to have those experiences - trauma or perception that you're 
near death (child birth) may trigger some switch to 'different world view'!?) 
Negative NDE: go toward hell rather than light, judged in life review 
> more belief in life after death, less fear of death... Increase of other paranormal experiences, less 
likely to try suicide again... 
  

Out-of-body experiences OBEs 
Can co-occur with drug taking (more common among students) 
Feel like you look at your body from diff perspective 



Often start with feeling body vibrating, or blackout, when inactive (hibituation, allow consciousness 
to change perspective, get away from perceptual reminders) 
You can control attention (want to do this and that - like lucid dream) 
Psychological absorption 
Very good at resisting distraction, don't notice time passing etc - absorbed by experience 
(psychological profile!) 
Ends when attention is drawn back to body (eg lying in  bed, then you try to move little thinger you 
slap back into body) 
Reduces fear of death 
  

Apparitional experiences 
Short, up to a minute 
Mostly visual, then auditory, few sensory (feel there's sth there but can't put your finger on it) 
Figures appear realistic, aware, suddenly appear and disappear 
Happen unanticipated 
  

Measuring and categorising belief in the paranormal 

Paranormal belief scale PBS 
Most commonly used by psychologists 
26 items on 7 factors: religious belief, psi belief, witchcraft, superstition, spiritualism, extraordinary 
life forms, precognition 
  
Three other measures: Belief in paranormal scale, anomalous experiences inventory (beliefs, 
experiences, abilities), Australian sheep-goat scale (can ppl who belief and experience PK perform PK 
in lab?) 
  
Cluster analysis of Australian adults; 4 types 
1. Traditional religious believers 10% - belief in superstition 
2. New agers 10% - high endorsement of all paranormal beliefs, somewhat religious, spiritual 

outlook 
3. Tentative believers 46% - borad but tentative openness to most beliefs, not endorsing 

superstition, don't ground life philosophy on these ideas (not 'i am a believer' but 'i believe in') 
4. Skeptics 32% - skeptical of paranormal claims, also those that are culturally endorsed and 

religions 
  

Why do people believe? 
Social marginality 
Looks at demographic correlates 
Susceptible to beliefs coz they are in marginal groups: poor education, unemployed lower beliefs, 
age - beliefs stronger in young, gender - mean and women have stronger beliefs in diff things... 
(cultural stereotypes that goes along with gender? UFOs - men - sciency thing?), mixed evidence for 
ethnicity (black students stronger beliefs in witchcraft...) 
  

Worldview 
Attitudinal correlates 
Religious beliefs: mixed support 
Other beliefs - positive correlations with dualism, lfie after death, interpret dreams 
Worldview scale - zusne and jones - to measure aspects of esoteric world view; found... 



Global beliefs associated with high subjectivism, but oversimplification to talk about global belief 
Paranormal beliefs associated with external locus of control (fate controls your life, you're not the 
active agent) - consistent with hypothesis 
  

Cognitive deficits 
Cognitive correlates; ppl are irrational and illogical etc 
Educational attainment: believers have poorer attainment 
Scientific education: science students have lower beliefs (but reporting bias? Cultural taboo to 
express belief if you're sciency...) 
IQ - evidence mixed 
Creativity and imagination - fantasy proneness (often comes of childhood trauma) associated with 
paranormal belief 
  

Psychodynmaic functions 
-and personality correlates 
 Social personality; global belief associated to social alienation and low social interest 
 Psychological adjustment - narcissism associated with belief in psi, precognition, witchcraft, 

spiritualism 
 Magical ideation - measure of schizotypy and proneness to psychosis - associated with 

paranormal belief 
  

... Functions and origins of paranormal belief 
Linked to fantasy proneness - coping mechanism? 
Fantasy proneness linked with childhood trauma or lack of control 
Paranormal beliefs may create illusion of control 
... Not about childhood trauma anymore but lack of control! (divorced parents, kid out of control of 
what's happening in family with siblings etc) 
Icelanders who have risky jobs (fishers) etc have more beliefs and rituals... Given sense of control by 
ritual etc to protect yourself 
  

The sheep-goat effect 
Ppl who believe in ESP score higher on average in controlled tests than disbelievers (small effect size, 
highly significant) 



Implications of Parapsychology 

Theories and Implications of Parapsychology 

  

Characteristics of  a good theory 

 Falsifiability (Popper, 1959); need accumulation of failed attempts to test theory; or rival theory 
comes up that accounts for things better so you drop first theory... 

 Choosing btw theories; Occam's Razor ... 
 powerful theories (Lakatos, 1981) - if they make the same prediction (operational equivalent); 

more conservative than other than prefer that one; some theories are more powerful (using 
mathematics) (also makes new predictions otherwise not thought of) and more useful 

  

Good theory of psi 

 Compatibility 
 Synthesising 
 explain mechanisms of ESP and PK 
 explain mind/body separation? 
  

Major theories of psi 
1. Two-stage model (Tyrrell and LE Rhine) 

o II conscious level (mediating vehicles, distortions/transformations) 
o I unconscious level 

2. Noise reduction model 
o Trance mediums 
o Spontaneous cases (dream state mostly, then waking state) 
o Dream ESP research 
o Honorton 74 ESP facilitated by reduction of noise and focusing on internal processes 
o Ganzfeld Technique 
o Braud's 76 psi-conductive syndrome (physical relaxation, reduced physiological arousal, 

reduced sensory input and processing, increased awareness of internal processes, right 
hemisphere functioning, altered view of natural world, sense that psi momentarily 
important 

o Meta-analytic assessment of noise-reduction model by Storm et al 2010. Ganz studies and 
non-ganz noise reduction studies. No significant findings for studies that didn't use noise 
reduction procedures. Largest effects for ganzfeld studies. 

3. Standford's PMIR Theory 
o Psi-mediated instrumental response, development of model 'perceptual-cognitive' bias in 

spontaneous case collections. Overlooked class of psi experiences, odd, beneficial 
coincidences. Standford (1974, 1990) suggests psi operates non-intentionally to serve the 
organism's needs, ie evolutionary theory. PMIR is an adaptive response to implicit 
knowledge. 

4. Decision augmentation theory (extension of previous model, targeted at micro-PK) 
o Logical and formal extension of PMIR, applies to micro-PK (statistical outcomes), single 

mechanism underlying ESP and PK: transfer of info from future to past... Precognition... 
5. Observational theories e.g. Schmidt's observational theory... 
  
 


